Juvenile-onset fibromyalgia (JFM) is typically diagnosed in adolescence and characterized by widespread pain and marked functional impairment. The long-term impact of JFM into adulthood is poorly understood. The objectives of this study were to describe physical and psychosocial outcomes of youth diagnosed with JFM in early adulthood (;8-year follow-up), examine longitudinal trajectories of pain and depressive symptoms from adolescence to young adulthood, and examine the impact of pain and depressive symptoms on physical functioning over time. Participants were 97 youth with JFM enrolled in a prospective longitudinal study in which pain symptoms, and physical and psychosocial functioning were assessed at 4 time points over approximately 8 years. At the time 4 follow-up (M age 5 24.2 years), the majority continued to suffer from pain and impairment in physical, social, and psychological domains. However, trajectories of pain and emotional symptoms showed varying patterns. Longitudinal analysis using growth mixture modeling revealed 2 pain trajectories (Steady Improvement and Rapid Rebounding Improvement), whereas depressive symptoms followed 3 distinct trajectories (Low-Stable, Improving, and Worsening). Membership in the Worsening Depressive symptoms group was associated with poorer physical functioning over time (P , 0.001) compared with the Low-Stable and Improving groups. This study offers evidence that although JFM symptoms persist for most individuals, pain severity tends to decrease over time. However, depressive symptoms follow distinct trajectories that indicate subgroups of JFM. In particular, JFM patients with worsening depressive symptoms showed decreasing physical functioning and may require more intensive and consistent intervention to prevent long-term disability.
Introduction
Juvenile-onset fibromyalgia (JFM) is a chronic pain condition characterized by widespread musculoskeletal pain, pain sensitivity (hyperalgesia), mood difficulties, 16, 17, 29, 42, 52 and impaired physical functioning. 30, 46, 49 Studies have examined outcomes of youth with JFM over time, with follow-up ranging from 1 to 6 years, 7, 29, 41, 42, 48 but no research to date has examined longterm outcomes of these adolescents as they transition into adulthood. Examining how pain and psychological symptoms unfold through the crucial developmental years of adolescence into early adulthood could provide important information about the long-term impact of JFM, help identify those at greatest risk of continued impairment, and provide new insights into the origins of subgroups of FM that have been described in the adult literature. 18, 38, 54, 59 Previous studies of adult outcomes of youth with functional abdominal pain have linked higher pain intensity and poorer emotional functioning in adolescence to poor outcomes in adulthood. 43, 55 Three patterns of pain, disability and psychological functioning (high pain dysfunctional, high pain adaptive, and low pain adaptive 55 ) were identified, with long-term risk of pain and disability being associated with poorer emotional functioning. 43 The subgroups described for adults with childhood-onset abdominal pain show similarities to subgroups described in adult FM studies, suggesting subtypes characterized as having a greater nociceptive element vs having both a nociceptive and affective component, with the latter showing the greatest impairment. 6, 18 Little is known about FM subtypes development, particularly during the critical transition period from adolescence Sponsorships or competing interests that may be relevant to content are disclosed at the end of this article.
to adulthood. A recent prospective study examined the impact of early depressive symptoms on trajectories of musculoskeletal pain in a cohort of Swedish youth from adolescence to adulthood. 35 Baseline depressive symptoms strongly predicted trajectory membership (ie, high-stable pain or increasing pain) into adulthood. Examination of the trajectories of both pain and depressive symptoms from adolescence to adulthood in JFM may elucidate how these trajectories contribute to physical impairment in adulthood.
Cross-sectional studies have shown that youth with JFM had persisting pain and significantly greater physical and psychological impairment than healthy controls in adolescence, late adolescence, and emerging adulthood, 25, [27] [28] [29] and approximately half (51.1%) eventually met criteria for adult FM. 58 Comorbid mood disorders were associated with greater physical impairment at all time points 11 ; however, these relationships were not examined longitudinally.
This study aimed to: (1) describe physical and psychosocial outcomes of JFM participants after the transition to young adulthood, (2) examine trajectories of pain intensity and depressive symptoms, and (3) examine the longitudinal impact of pain and depressive symptom trajectories on physical functioning. Consistent with findings for this cohort in late adolescence and emerging adulthood, 25, 29 it was expected youth with JFM would exhibit continued pain and impairment in young adulthood. Based on previous studies on pain and mood in FM, 11, 14, 19 we predicted at least 2 distinct trajectories of pain and depressive symptoms reflecting worsening or improving symptoms. It was hypothesized that worsening pain and depressive symptom trajectories would be significantly associated with increasing physical impairment.
Methods

Participants
The original cohort for this study (time 1: M age 5 15.9 years; SD 5 1.6) consisted of 116 adolescents diagnosed with JFM recruited from a pediatric rheumatology clinic at a Midwestern children's hospital. Characteristics of the sample have been previously published, 25 but briefly, inclusion criteria at initial enrollment were: (1) ages 12 to 18 years, (2) diagnosis of primary JFM according to Yunus and Masi 60 criteria, and (3) no underlying rheumatologic conditions (eg, systemic lupus erythematosus and juvenile idiopathic arthritis). Of the initial cohort, 93.1% were retained and assessed at time 2 (N 5 108; M age 5 19. Cross-sectional findings on physical and psychosocial functioning for this cohort at time 2 and time 3 have been published previously. 25, 29 Criteria for inclusion in the final (time 4) assessment were (1) at least 2 years elapsed since their prior assessment and (2) at least 21 years of age. Retention in this long-term study was maximized by maintaining multiple contacts (eg, family members and close friends) and sending an annual newsletter to enhance engagement. In addition, assessment burden was minimized (use of web-based and in-home surveys) and modest compensation was provided (gift cards). These procedures were approved by the Children's Hospital Institutional Review Board and conducted in accordance with current ethical standards for human subject research.
Procedure
At each follow-up time point (times 2, 3, and 4), participants were contacted by phone to obtain verbal consent, and if they agreed, signed informed consent was obtained by mail. Participants received a unique login and password to access a secure web site to complete self-report study questionnaires assessing recent symptoms of pain, FM, anxiety and depression, physical and psychosocial functioning, medications, and health care visits. Once they completed the questionnaires, a home visit was scheduled at a time convenient for participants. The in-person component of the assessment was conducted by a trained assessor (postdoctoral fellow or senior research coordinator) and included a semistructured psychiatric interview and confirmation of FM symptoms using the American College of Rheumatology (ACR) criteria 58 (for adults) and performing a tender point examination. Assessors were trained by a boardcertified psychiatrist (L.M.A.) and licensed psychologist (S.K.-Z.) in conducting psychiatric interviews and a board-certified pediatric rheumatologist (T.V.T.) in administering the tender point examination.
2.3. Objective 1: outcomes at 8-year follow-up (time 4)
Background and demographics
Information about marital status, education, and occupation was obtained from all participants, as well as current living situation and primary sources of financial support.
Fibromyalgia classification based on American College of Rheumatology 2010 criteria
Participants were asked to complete the Widespread Pain Index (WPI) and Symptom Severity (SS) scale, which has been validated Table 1 Demographic information at time 4 (n 5 86). in adults with FM 58 and was adapted for self-report use (with confirmation by trained examiners) in this study. On the WPI, participants were asked to identify up to 19 body areas in which they felt pain over the past week (WPI range 0-19). The SS scale assesses (1) cardinal symptoms (fatigue, not feeling rested upon waking, and cognitive disturbances) for which the severity of each symptom is rated on a 4-point Likert scale (range 0-9) and (2) other somatic symptoms (eg, dizziness, nausea, irritable bowel, and numbness) associated with FM based on which a rating of 0 5 no symptoms, 1 5 few symptoms, 2 5 moderate symptoms, or 3 5 great deal of symptoms was assigned. The SS score comprises the sum of the 3 primary symptoms with the rating of physical symptom severity (final range 0-12).
Based on the published ACR guidelines, a participant was considered to meet classification for adult FM if they had: (1) WPI score $7 and SS score $5, or WPI 5 3 to 6 and SS $9; (2) symptom duration of at least 3 months; and (3) no underlying medical condition that would otherwise explain the pain. For the purposes of this study, participants were classified as having "subclinical FM" symptoms if they continued to experience pain and one or more of the cardinal symptoms (widespread pain, sleep difficulty, and/or cognitive symptoms) but did not meet full ACR criteria based on the WPI and SS score cutpoints for FM as described above.
Standardized tender point examinations were conducted to provide additional clinical confirmation, but tender point examinations were not used for determination of FM status per the ACR 2010 criteria.
Pain intensity
Based on the Brief Pain Inventory (BPI), 9 ,31 an 11-point numeric rating scale (NRS) was used to gather ratings of average pain intensity (0-"No Pain" to 10-"Pain as bad as you can imagine"), with the modification that participants were asked to rate their average pain "in the past week" instead of the original BPI pain rating for the past 24 hours.
Physical function and perceived health status
The Short Form-36 Health Survey-Version 2 (SF-36) 56 was used to evaluate impairment in physical function (Physical Function subscale) and all other domains of perceived health status (including General Health, Social, Emotional Functioning, and Role Functioning). The SF-36 is an established and well-validated self-report instrument of perceived health status for individuals aged 14 years or older and has been used in research assessing physical function and health status of youth and adult patients with FM. 25, 57 Subscale scores were transformed to standardized scores according to standard SF-36 norm-based scoring (T-score mean 5 50, SD 5 10), with lower scores reflecting poorer functioning.
Anxiety and depressive symptoms
The Beck Anxiety Inventory (BAI) and Beck Depression Inventory (BDI-2) are well-validated, brief, self-report instruments used to assess anxiety (BAI) and mood (BDI-2) in adults and adolescents older than 17 years. 4, 5 Participants rated the severity of each symptom on a 4-point Likert scale. Higher scores on each instrument reflect greater symptom severity (range 0-63). For the BAI, established clinical cutoff scores are as follows: minimal, 0 to 9; mild, 10 to 16; moderate, 17 to 29; and severe, 30 to 63. For the BDI-2, established clinical cutoff scores are as follows: minimal, 0 to 13; mild, 14 to 19; moderate, 20 to 28; and severe depression, 29 to 63.
Health care utilization
Participants were asked to report on their utilization of health care services over the past 1 year. Number of outpatient visits (ie, primary care, family physician, specialty care [eg, pain clinic and orthopedist], and mental health [eg, psychologist/psychiatrist visits]) and emergency department (ED) visits were gathered using a previously developed survey. 22 Information on current medications was also obtained.
Objectives 2 and 3: longitudinal assessments
Pain intensity
Assessment of pain intensity in the past week at all time points was conducted using NRS derived from the BPI described above. 9, 31 The NRS for pain intensity is commonly used in both pediatric and adult pain populations 13, 40, 47 ; therefore, the identical measure was used to assess pain across all assessment time points (times 1-4).
Depressive symptoms
The Children's Depression Inventory (CDI), a brief 27-item selfreport questionnaire validated for youth up to age 17, was used to assess depressive symptoms 34 in adolescents at time 1. Mood symptoms are rated on a 3-point Likert scale, with higher scores indicating greater severity of depressive symptoms (range 0-54). The CDI has been widely used in pediatric pain research. 26, 28, 36 The BDI-2, 5 described in the previous section, was used for assessment of depressive symptoms in the youth when they reached adulthood ($18 years) and was administered at times 2 to 4. Children's Depression Inventory and BDI-2 scores were subjected to a psychometric linkage procedure to enable longitudinal analyses (described in Analytic plan). 23 
Physical function
The Physical Functioning Scale of the Short Form-36 Health Survey-Version 2 (SF-36), described previously, was used to assess physical function at times 2 to 4. This measure is validated for older adolescents (141) and adults and was not administered at time 1 when many of the participants (23%) were younger than 14 years. There is no pediatric version of the SF-36 or a comparable measure that would allow for linkage analysis as was possible for the CDI-BDI measures described above. Hence, this measure was used for time 4 group comparisons, and times 2, 3, and 4 SF-36 scores were included in the longitudinal SEM analysis evaluating the contributions of pain and depression to functioning.
Analytic plan
Descriptive statistics were computed using SPSS v. 23 (IBM, Corp, NY) for cross-sectional data on all JFM participants (n 5 86) who completed the time 4 assessment. Trajectory analyses were conducted on a subset of the 116 participants in the original cohort (N 5 97, ie, 83.6%). This subset was used to increase confidence in the results of the longitudinal growth modelswhich require that age heterogeneity is minimized and that the length of time between assessments is consistent. Preliminary analyses of the full cohort showed that age had a bimodal distribution, with one younger cohort comprising the majority of participants (N 5 97) and an older cohort (N 5 19). It was determined that the older cohort corresponded to a group of participants who were recruited and enrolled some years earlier than the rest of the cohort (the initial cohort was enrolled from 2001 to 2006, a longer time frame than the 2-3 year time frames for the follow-up assessments). Although their age range at baseline (time 1) was comparable (between 12 and 18 years), the group of 19 JFM participants was somewhat older than other participants through the longitudinal data collection phase. Because the older cohort was assessed on a very different and unbalanced longitudinal schedule, they were excluded and only data from the younger cohort were used for longitudinal mixture and subsequent prediction analyses. Of note, this older subgroup did not differ from the younger group on either depressive symptoms (P 5 0.303) or pain severity (P 5 0.286) at the time 1 assessment.
Outcomes at 8-year follow-up (objective 1)
Descriptive data for all participants who completed the time 4 assessment (n 5 86) were computed for sociodemographics (Table 1) , and the domains of FM symptom severity, pain, health status, and mood ( Table 2) . Descriptive data were also computed on additional variables of interest-such as number and type of medications and health care utilization ( Table 3) .
Longitudinal trajectory analyses of pain and depressive symptoms (objective 2)
Before conducting trajectory analysis, it was necessary to first psychometrically link 23 the CDI and BDI raw scores to allow for comparison of scores on depressive symptoms longitudinally from adolescence to adulthood. Equipercentile equating, a form of linking, uses a nonlinear transformation so that scores from 2 measures of the same construct can be transformed to a common metric and have the same distributional characteristics. 33 We used equipercentile equating with loglinear smoothing, 33 which reduces irregularities in the frequency distributions, to transform CDI scores to the BDI metric for trajectory analysis.
Statistical analyses were conducted using 2 separate growth mixture modeling (GMM) analyses in MPlus (version 8; Muthén & Muthén, 1998 44 to identify and independently describe unobserved subgroup trajectories for both depression and pain. Growth mixture modeling assumes that a set of longitudinal data is comprised a mixture of several distinct, separate, and latent subpopulations (ie, unobserved groups) that each shows a different longitudinal change trajectory for the response variables of interest (depression and pain). Previous studies identifying subgroups of individuals with FM have used methods such as cluster analysis. 18, 54 However, GMM was chosen over cluster analysis because it is most appropriate for the longitudinal design and because it outperforms cluster analysis in detecting sample heterogeneity even with smaller sample sizes. 39, 50, 53 Several criteria were used in determining the best-fitting GMM to the data, including: (1) minimized Bayesian Information Criteria (BIC) and sample size (N) adjusted BIC (NBIC) model fit statistics, (2) maximized entropy 3, 8, 37 (which quantifies both model fit and how accurately participants are classified into mixture solutions) statistic values, (3) statistical significance of all trajectory (ie, intercept, linear slope, quadratic deviation, etc.) components within a mixture solution, and (4) mixture trajectory solutions that contained at least 8% to 10% of sample (N 5 8-10) participants. Extraction of latent mixture trajectories continued until none of the 4 criteria could be improved on.
Study attrition was minimized due to the strong longitudinal participant retention rates (81.9% at time 3 and 74.1% at time 4); as such, missing data were handled through maximum likelihood parameter estimation algorithm for all analyses.
Impact of depressive symptom trajectory on physical functioning (objective 3)
Latent depression trajectory group memberships (from the GMM analyses above) were used as predictors of longitudinal physical functioning trajectory (ie, intercept and slope) variance during the adult years (times 2-4) using longitudinal structural equation modeling. Pain trajectories were not analyzed as predictors of physical functioning given that (1) over the span of the study both pain trajectories improved, and (2) at time 4, participants in the 2 pain trajectory groups did not significantly differ from one another Table 2 Symptom severity, pain, health status, and mood at time 4 (n 5 86). in physical functioning (P 5 0.90). Thus, there was little utility in examining functional outcomes by pain trajectory in this sample.
Results
Sample characteristics
The majority of participants were females (94.2%) and white (87.2%). The mean age of the cohort at initial assessment was 15.9 6 1.6 years, with average age of the symptom onset at 12.7 6 2.6 years ( Table 1) . The average age of this cohort at time 4 follow-up was 24.24 6 2.2 years. There were no significant differences between retained participants and those who dropped out during the course of the study based on age or baseline socioeconomic status, pain, or depressive symptoms. Over 80% had at least some college/ vocational education. Regarding marital status, 67.4% were single, 25.6% were married, and 5.8% were divorced or separated; and 26.7% had one or more children.
Objective 1: outcomes in young adulthood
Fibromyalgia status and pain symptoms
At time 4, 100% participants reported having one or more FM symptoms such as pain, fatigue, and/or sleep difficulties, with 50 (58.1%) meeting full ACR 2010 criteria for adult FM at follow-up. The remaining (n 5 36; 41.9%) reported subclinical symptoms based on the suggested WPI and SS score cutpoints. Participants reported having pain in an average of 7 body areas with average pain intensity in the mild to moderate range overall (3.34 on a 0-10 NRS).
Physical and emotional functioning
The JFM cohort reported impaired physical functioning as compared to healthy norms on the SF-36, and lower perceived health status and role functioning across all domains of physical, emotional, and social functioning ( Table 2) . Nearly 60% reported moderate to severe anxiety based on cutoff scores on the BAI and 26% reported having moderate to severe depressive symptoms based on BDI cutoff scores. Over 40% of the cohort was taking at least one medication for pain and nearly 30% reported being on antidepressant medication (although whether they were prescribed the antidepressant medication to address pain or mood symptoms was not specifically assessed). Regarding health care utilization within the past year ( Fig. 1 ). Although both subgroups showed comparable levels of moderately high pain at baseline (time 1: M 5 5.77 and 5.54, respectively), 2 distinct patterns of pain levels emerged over time. The first group (ie, "Steady Improvement" pain class, 91% of N) demonstrated a steady linear decrease in pain levels over time, with a significant intercept (5.77; P , 0.001) and negative slope (20.71; P , 0.001). The second group (ie, "Rapid Rebounding Improvement," 9% of N) exhibited marked decreases in pain from time 1 to time 3, with a significant intercept (5.54, P , 0.001) and negative linear slope (26.13, P , 0.001); however, this group also exhibited a significant and positive quadratic "rebound" in pain levels between time 3 and time 4 (1.75, P , 0.001; Fig. 1 ). Pain levels were in the low-moderate range at the final time point for both groups (time 4: M 5 3.64 and 2.88, respectively). Given that trajectories consisting of less than 10% of the sample should be interpreted with caution, 45 a single trajectory solution was also considered; however, a 2-class solution for longitudinal pain intensity demonstrated superior fit, and therefore, the 2 trajectory solution was retained.
Depressive symptom trajectories
Growth mixture modeling results for depressive symptoms showed a 3 trajectory solution (Fig. 2) that best fit the data (entropy 5 0.85, showing excellent model fit). The first trajectory class (ie, "Low and Stable" depression, 65% of N) was characterized by low levels of depressive symptoms that remained low over time and defined by a significant intercept (10.28, P , 0.001) only. The second trajectory class (ie, "Improving" depressive symptoms, 21% of N) was marked by higher levels of depressive symptoms initially (with a significant intercept, 32.02, P , 0.001), a large improvement in symptoms (significant and negative linear slope, 215.48, P , 0.001), and a smaller but significant worsening of symptoms between time 3 and time 4 (significant quadratic change, 3.39, P , 0.001). The third trajectory class (ie, "Worsening" depressive symptoms, 14% of N) was defined by initial depressive symptoms similar to the "Low and Stable depressive symptoms" class (intercept of 12.98, P , 0.001), but with significant increase in depressive symptoms after time 1 (a large, positive, and significant linear slope, 19.17, P , 0.001), and a small improvement after time 3 (significant negative quadratic change [24. 68, P , 0.001; Fig. 2] ).
Objective 3: differences in physical functioning by depression trajectories
The "Improving" and "Worsening" depression trajectory classes were dummy-coded (the Low and Stable trajectory was the reference class) and entered as time-invariant predictors into a longitudinal SEM model that quantified changes in physical functioning at assessment points time 2, time 3, and time 4. Both the "Improving" (25.08, P , 0.001) and "Worsening" depression (26.10, P , 0.001) trajectory classes showed significantly lower physical functioning at time 2 compared with the "Low and Stable depression" trajectory. However, only the "Worsening" depressive symptoms class showed significantly decreasing physical functioning over time (23.82, P , 0.001). In comparing the outcomes of JFM participants in adulthood based on their membership in the 3 trajectory classes, those in the "Worsening" trajectory showed markedly lower functioning across physical and psychosocial domains on the SF-36 ( Table 4) .
To test whether a sample size of 97 with 4 time points (as in the current study) had acceptable power to select the best mixture solution that best fit the data, Monte Carlo simulation power analyses were performed in Mplus (Version 8.1) . 44 Simulations were performed assuming analysis model results for both the 
Discussion
This study was the first of its kind to longitudinally examine pain and depressive symptoms in a clinical sample of individuals with JFM, capturing the progression of symptoms over the critical developmental transition years from adolescence to early adulthood. Prospective longitudinal studies such as the current investigation make it possible to disentangle the evolving nature of chronic pain and mood symptoms starting early in life and offer a new perspective for pain research using a developmentally informed paradigm.
In line with our previous findings for this cohort, 25 we confirmed that symptoms of JFM persist into adulthood, which suggests that FM is a chronic condition; adolescent JFM patients do not simply "grow out of it." As a group, young adults previously diagnosed with JFM remained significantly affected by widespread pain and other FM symptoms. More than half (58%) met criteria for adult FM, with the remaining experiencing "subclinical" levels of FM symptoms including pain, fatigue, and sleep difficulties. Anxiety and depressive symptoms were generally elevated, and both physical and psychosocial functioning were significantly impaired. Over a third of individuals were taking pain and/or antidepressant medication.
Despite continued FM symptoms, trajectory analyses showed that overall, mean pain intensity levels decreased from moderate in adolescence (.5 on a 0-10 visual analogue scale) to low/moderate levels (,4) in early adulthood, with 2 subgroups of pain trajectories. One trajectory group ("Steady Improvement") consisting of the majority of the sample (91%) showed small but gradual improvement in pain over time, whereas the remainder of the sample ("Rapid Rebounding Improvement") demonstrated marked early improvement, with a gradual rebound in pain by the time they were adults. However, both groups reported comparable levels of Table 3 Health care utilization and medications at time 4 (n 5 86). (reduced) pain in adulthood compared with the pain levels reported at their initial assessment. The reasons for why pain ratings decline over time are not currently known but may be due to a natural progression towards improvement in pain over time, the effects of treatment (participants were initially enrolled from a clinic setting, so they had sought treatment early in life), or simply adjusting to their diagnosis, learning better ways to manage their symptoms, or recalibrating their pain reports as they became older. In comparison to the trend for improvements in pain, trajectory analyses revealed strikingly different progression of depressive symptoms characterized by 3 trajectory groups. The majority (;66% of the sample) experienced low to mild depressive symptoms (the "Low and Stable" symptom trajectory) that remained stable from mid-adolescence to early adulthood. Another subset of participants ("Improving symptoms"; 21%) initially reported severe levels of depression at time 1, with gradual improvement over time reducing to mild levels by time 4. Finally, a relatively small subgroup of the cohort (14%) constituted a third trajectory group ("Worsening symptoms") and initially reported minimal depressive symptoms, with increases over time, and severe levels of depression by adulthood. Most notably, membership in this "Worsening" depressive symptoms group predicted worsening physical impairment over time and marked impairment in adulthood compared with the other 2 trajectory groups.
This longitudinal study shows that there may be a substantial number of youth with JFM who may still experience FM symptoms as adults, but their pain levels generally tend to reduce over time. On the other hand, there is a subgroup that may have poorer outcomes in adulthood such as worsening depressive symptoms and increasing physical impairment over time.
Defining key developmental periods where risk of long-term impairment can be identified is one of the important goals of a prospective study of this nature. A closer examination of the 3 depression trajectories in Figure 2 shows that time 2 (late adolescence or emerging adulthood, approximately ages 19-22 years) was the period when differences in the trajectories first became evident. Hence, higher or lower levels of depressive symptoms in earlier adolescence were not necessarily predictive of later progression of mood symptoms. It was only in late adolescence/ emerging adulthood when the 3 subgroups of stable, decreasing, or worsening depressive symptoms became more established.
From a developmental point of view, emerging adulthood is considered a crucial phase 2, 25 when expectations of increasing independence from family, greater influence of peers, career decisions, and formation of romantic attachments can test the coping abilities and resilience of youth. The ability of young individuals who are also dealing with chronic pain to take on these additional challenges may well be an important indicator of their long-term outcomes. Monitoring the progression of mood symptoms in the transition years between adolescence and emerging adulthood among youth with JFM and intervening as early as possible for those showing worsening symptoms may be the best strategy to prevent a spiral of increasing comorbidity and disability into the adult years. As such, continuity of care during this transitional period is an area that likely requires greater attention in JFM. Understanding of practices associated with transitional care has only begun to be explored in pediatric chronic pain. 21 However, much can be learned from transition models developed in other pediatric chronic health conditions, such as juvenile arthritis, 24 diabetes, 10 epilepsy, 1, 12 and inflammatory bowel disease. 20 Ideally, a transition plan involving both the patient and provider should be put into place well in advance and may involve the services of a care coordinator or a medical transition team. In addition, direct communication between child-adult pain management providers may facilitate the transition process 10 and optimize patient outcomes. An interesting observation in this longitudinal study was that youth with JFM were likely to marry relatively early and have children, as we have previously observed and discussed in the prior (time 3) assessment of this cohort, 25 and further demonstrates the importance of how developmental transitions may be affected in youth with JFM. Differential attainment of certain developmental milestones have been documented in other populations experiencing early life adversity or illness, and show that although educational and vocational goals may be delayed, other milestones (such as marrying or having a child) are achieved earlier than is normative. 15, 32 The impact of chronic pain on intimate relationships in early adulthood and developmental outcomes have not been well studied in young adults with chronic pain but clearly deserves further investigation.
Subgroup profiles of pain and emotional symptoms have been described in previous studies of adults with FM. 18, 19, 51 Specifically, FM appears to manifest as 1 of 2 general subtypes, one categorized by heightened pain in the relative absence of psychological comorbidities ("nociceptive" subtype), and the other profile categorized by both pain and comorbid depressive symptoms. The latter profile has been hypothesized to be associated with poorer longterm outcomes. In a recent study, Vincent et al. 54 described several clusters of FM in adults based on progressively greater symptoms and disability. Interestingly, 2 clusters were relatively similar in their physical symptom profile, but diverged based on their psychological profile, with the profile that includes psychological symptoms such as depressive symptoms also experiencing greater impairment, similar to findings reported by Giesecke et al. 18 Results from the current longitudinal study offer the additional perspective that for Table 4 Post hoc comparisons of health and functioning of JFM group in adulthood (time 4) based on depression trajectories. individuals diagnosed with JFM early in life, pain intensity tends to improve gradually over time. A minority of patients, ie, those with worsening mood symptoms, appear to be at high risk of long-term impairment. Early intervention in this subgroup (particularly in the emerging adulthood years, between the ages of 19 and 22 years when symptom trajectories tend to solidify) may well prevent progression of functional impairment and comorbid depressive symptoms in some patients by the time they are adults. Strengths of this study were the longitudinal design, high retention (nearly 75% over the approximately 8-year follow-up period) and robust statistical methods used to examine pain and depressive symptom trajectories resulting in excellent model fit. A limitation of the study was the relatively small sample size of patients from one geographic area (the US Midwest). It should also be noted that this was a clinical sample of patients recruited from a tertiary care pediatric hospital, and results may not generalize to children with chronic widespread pain in the community who do not seek specialized medical care. Consistent with the predominance of FM sufferers being female and Caucasian, we had very few males or minorities in the sample. As such, sex and race/ethnicity effects were not possible to investigate, so results are primarily applicable for adolescent and young adult Caucasian females. Expanding to additional sites with a more diverse group of individuals would improve generalizability and replicability of the trajectory model solutions from this investigation.
In conclusion, results of this prospective longitudinal study offer a developmental perspective on the progression of JFM from adolescence into young adulthood. Results identified depressive symptom trajectories as being particularly important in predicting long-term outcomes in physical impairment. The key developmental period of transition into emerging adulthood appeared to be when mood trajectories became more entrenched and impacted later physical functioning. Early identification of mood symptoms and monitoring of emotional functioning throughout this time with targeted and timely interventions would greatly enhance our ability to prevent and treat the disabling impact of JFM over the years.
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